It depends on the users' initial intentions and reasons (health concerns, learning new skills, making social connections, having fun, etc.).
Strong encouragement from a trusted friend or respected authority Application usability: -Adapted to the people who will use it, -As simple as possible, -"How it Works" explanation, -Be careful about the time it takes to contribution Subject vitality & size of the community: -Mixed form of VGI and social networks -Quick feedback Challenges in VGI for scientific projects Finding users Keeping and involving users High quality data Legal issues
Advertising: from traditional media to more recent media but also word of mouth, reviews, links, etc.
Four parameters: -The innovation -The communication channels -The time -The social system "Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social system." (Rogers, 2003) "Who are the users?"; "In which context do we situate the intended users (work, free time, etc.)?
Connect as early as possible with users in order to engage them as soon as possible in the process My application
